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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother and Heung Jin [from the
spiritual world]:
True Father: "No matter how difficult it may be, you should inherit our True Parents' tradition to be
patient and overcome with true love. You cannot harbor any hatred or grudge. There is no way you can,
because God and True Parents have not done that. You should exactly follow True Parents' footsteps..."
[1]
Hatred and grudge have never solved problems. They have rather created more problems. Hatred and
grudge have never healed relationships. Rather they have deepened existing conflicts. Hatred and grudge
are not God's way, and they are not True Parents' way either.
God's and True Parents' tradition is true love. Such love embraces, loves and respects everyone, even
enemies. It is a love that overcomes all hatred, because it is by far stronger then hatred. God needs people
who constantly practice such a love. He is highly interested in such people to emerge in every corner of
the world:
True Father: "Even though you are persecute d by all of this world, which is the realm of the enemy, you
must love the evildoer with your whole heart. That is the condition you have to fulfill. God is most
concerned about that condition, so those people who are striving to be God's children should also be most
concerned about it. This standard of loving might appear simple, but it is the very boundary line between
God and Satan... The conclusion is to love our enemy." [2]
We all have the potential to become people of such love. Nobody is excluded:
True Father: "The entire world and universe should be eternally filled with God's love. Each individual is
a carrier of that love, sprinkling it at higher and higher levels. This is your eternal destiny." [3]
We all have to become people who embody the love of God. That is our main goal. And God gives us

enough training ground for our heartistic training. Therefore every day we can push the boundaries of our
heart and stretch the ability of our love, step by step. We can see ourselves growing in love:
True Mother: "The citizens of Cheon Il Guk are each called to strive each day to become a True Parent, a
True Teacher and a True Owner." [4]
Striving in that direction is true life. We all are supposed to become True Parents, Kings and Queens of
love. To get there we need to cultivate such a heart, the heart of God and True Parents:
True Mother: "A person who has cultivated a True Parent's heart and a True Teacher's heart is a true
Peacemaker." [4]
The more we develop our heart, the more we become true peace makers, true unifiers. We become God's
front line people, who, wherever they go, break down barriers that fallen humankind has created:
Heung Jin Nim: "Everywhere you go, you must create the Kingdom of Heaven just as our Father does. I
will be with you. The whole spirit world will be with you. The Kingdom of Heaven is in you, and you
must let it out." [5]
Letting the Kingdom out means practicing unchanging and unconditional love towards everyone, seeing
the people with the eyes of God, loving them with God's heart, just as True Parents have always done and
still do. By doing that we create God's Kingdom wherever we go, especially in our own heart. We need to
realize that we all can do it. It all depends on what we make our focus in life.
If we make the highest quality of love our focus, then we attract God's biggest blessing without fail.
Love from Bruno
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